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Abstract 
The overall goal of the project was to establish an innovative information system, which 
can automatically detect and extract content related to side effect of drugs from user 
reviews, determine whether they are talking about effectiveness or adverse drug events, 
extract keywords or phrases related to effectiveness or adverse drug events, and 
visualize the resulting information to doctors and patients. Our group was provided with 
crawled Twitter reviews and social network forum reviews on drugs that are used to 
treat diabetes. The raw data were manually labeled in four different label for named 
entity recognition in order to create training, testing, and validation sets. Using the 
training data set, a side effect dictionary was created using PamTAT. Side effect 
dictionary was then refined by removing neutral words to increase accuracy. To validate 
the accuracy of the generated side effect dictionary, the results of side effect analysis 
based on the generated dictionary and two other general negative word dictionaries 
were compared. The generated side effect dictionary performed better in recognizing 
side effect entities. After validation, the generated dictionary was further tested with a 
set of user reviews on a drug that is used to treat stroke. Using generated dictionary, 
the project accomplished to accurately determine if any reviews relates to the mention 
of side effect of specific drugs. The project successfully delivered to accurately detect 
mention of side effect from the reviews in > 90% accuracy. Resulting algorithm can be 
used to create innovative information system to detect and extract content related to 
side effect of drugs for any other drugs with creation of problem specific dictionary. The 
project should be further developed to incorporate automatic extraction of user reviews, 
analysis of data, and visualization of results. 
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1. Product/Service Description 
The project aims to provide effectiveness and safety surveillance after a drug’s release 
on the market. The information will be gathered from social media and visualized to be 
distributed to both doctors and patients for better understanding of drugs. 

1.1 Product Context 
Besides effectiveness, a side effect is another important factor that doctors will consider 
before prescribing a medication. For now, the information about adverse drug events is 
collected during clinical trials. However, many other side effects can take time to 
surface. Thus, it is not possible to establish a complete safety profile just from clinical 
trials. An effective and efficient way to monitor the safety of drugs after release 
becomes a significant goal for public health information systems. Social media and 
patient forums become more and more popular, and patients share their disease 
conditions and medications, including discussions about effectiveness and adverse drug 
events. This offers a great potential data source for creating a comprehensive 
information system to better monitor drugs. However, existing research often focuses on 
drugs that are used to treat a specific medical condition (e.g., diabetes) and data from 
only one platform (e.g., Twitter). As a result, they can only yield a small data set and 
moderate performance. 
The project aims to build a generic model, which can be used to identify the 
effectiveness and adverse drug events of drugs for a wide range of diseases. 

1.2 User Characteristics 
● Patient 
● Desires effectiveness and side effect information of a certain drug. 
● Considers overall sentiment of a drug use. 

● Doctor 
● Needs to consider patient’s individual health condition and possible drug 

interactions. 
● Needs to inform a patient of possible side effects of a drug. 

1.3 Assumptions  
● The raw data have been retrieved from Twitter comments related to drugs for certain 

disease. 
● The comments are written by Twitter users who may not be medical professionals. 
● Reported side effects may not be consistent and accurate. 
● Individual patient health condition is not considered. 
● Manually labeled data should be unbiased. 
● The project is dependent on user reviews. 
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1.4 Constraints 
● Access to user reviews. 
● Programming language. 
● GPU availability. 
● Data processing mechanisms. 
● Amount of sample data. 
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2. Requirements 

2.1 Functional Requirements 
Req# Requirement Comments Priority 
RQ_01 Manually label raw data. Label data based on named entity 

recognition and sentiment 
analysis. 

1 

RQ_02 Building machine learning 
model for named entity 
recognition and result 
analysis. 

Build NLP model, machine 
learning model (SVM, Decision 
Tree, KNN, etc.), and deep 
learning model (CNN, RNN, LSTM, 
etc.). Implement current state-of-
the-art model and test on different 
datasets. 

1 

RQ_03 Results analysis and model 
fine tuning. 

Compare the results with 
benchmark, error analysis, and 
fine-tuning model. 

2 

RQ_04 Case studies. Obtain small datasets to test 
generality of final model. 

2 

RQ_05 Visualization for side effect 
classification task and 
sentiment classification 
task. 

Create visual representation of 
resulting data. 

1 

Table 1. Functional Requirements 

2.2 Usability 
● The system should be able to generate a visualized analysis upon taking a dataset. 

2.3 Performance 
● Machine learning process should take less than one week. 
● After fine-tuning, the error margin should be less than five percent. 

2.3.1 Capacity 
● The system needs to handle at least one thousand comments at a time.  

2.3.2 Consistency  
● Manual labeling needs to be done consistently.  
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2.4 System Interface/Integration 
● Text analytics will be conducted using PamTAT. 
● PamTAT handles CSV file formats, on which manual labeling has been done. 
● Raw data has been transformed into CSV file format. 

2.5 Standards Compliance 
● Existing research mainly focuses on a specific medical condition and data from one 

source. 
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3. User Manual 

3.1 User Scenarios/Use Cases 

3.1.1 General Characteristic 
 Scope     SocialMediaDrugEvents 
 Level      Client goal 
 Primary Actor    Client 
 Stakeholders and interests  Client: Wants Deep Learning Program 

that will analyze social media produced   
reviews on drug use and effects 
Dr. Fox: Wants to see well designed and 
implemented project 
Group: Need to label data  

 

3.1.2 Main Success Scenario 
1. Client asks to have reviews on social network forum analyzed 
2. Group goes through portion of social network forum reviews and labels them 

manually 
3. Program deep learns and analyzes rest of reviews 
4. Client can now analyze any reviews on any drug with the resulting model 

 

3.1.3 Special Requirements 
       1       Data labeling process should not be biased nor based on the                
                person labeling the data   
 

3.1.4 Technology and Data Variations List 
       1         Sentiment data labeling should be in two parts; first would be rating 
                  between 1 - 5,  with 1 being negative and 5 being positive. Second label 
                  should be whether the drug has side effect (1) or not (0). 
 

3.1.5 Other Issues 
       1         Biased data can result in biased results and will require re-do of 
                  labeling part. 
       2         More reviews should be labeled if results don’t match. 
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4. Developer Manual 

4.1 Design 

4.1.1 High-Level Design 
The project follows a pipe-and-filter architectural design. Figure 1 illustrates the basic 
framework of processing the data. As shown, there are five major nodes. An output from 
each node goes into the next node as an input. 

 
Figure 1. Pipe-and-filter architectural design. An output from each node is used 
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as the input for the next node. 
 

4.1.1.1 Patient Forum Data Collection 
An automated crawler was used to retrieve reviews from the WebMD, an online 
publisher of news and information pertaining to human health and well-being. The 
retrieved data were stored as comma-separated values (CSV) files. Each row in a file 
includes the content of the review, effectiveness score, ease of use score, and the 
satisfaction score written by a reviewer.   

4.1.1.2 Data Preprocessing 
During the data preprocessing, two additional types of CSV files were created for 
human labeling. The first one was used for Named Entity Recognition (NER). Each 
word in a review had to be classified into one of the following entities: D for drug name, 
S for side-effects, M for medical terms, and O for others. Each row in a file includes a 
word in a review and a column for a human to classify its entity. In total, there were 
more than three hundred thousand words to be classified. 
 
The next file was created for sentiment and side effect scoring. Each review was given 
a score of 1-5 based on a sentiment of a review and a binary score that indicates a 
mention of the drug’s side effects. In total, there were about 5,600 reviews to be scored. 

4.1.1.3 Data Labeling 
Each CSV file created from the data processing was labeled by three humans for 
enhanced accuracy. Each member labeled 1862 reviews, or 117,500 entities. People 
manually label the data to train the machine. Each review gets scored manually by 
humans.  

4.1.1.4 Statistical Learning 
The code used for the statistical learning model is going to be strictly procedural since 
there is no need for any abstractions. The model is written in Python, which has rich 
built-in functions for text manipulation. 
 
Labeled data were fed into the model for training purpose. Approximately 80% of the 
data was used as a training set and the remaining 20% was used as a test set.  
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Figure 2. The process of building the statistical model 

4.1.1.5 Result 
One result of this project is the set of reviews scored by the trained model. After that 
result has been processed, it will be compared with the human labeled data for error 
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analysis. We use standard machine-learning and text analysis evaluation metrics, 
precision, recall, and F-measure--to evaluate the performance of dictionary. 
 

4.2 Implementation 

4.2.1 Data Retrieval 
For the data retrieval, a crawler to crawl reviews on a social media drug side effect 
sharing forum had to be created. A Python program is developed to reach social media 
page to retrieve reviews from side effect sharing pages using the “Beautiful Soup” 
library. Contents such as review ID, drug index, and review are retrieved from HTML 
contents using “Beautiful Soup”. Then those contents are stored in a CSV file (in this 
case for later use through Microsoft Excel) for further manual labeling for rating and the 
existence of side effects, by humans. 

4.2.2 Data Labeling 
For data labeling, two different types of data have been labeled: Named Entity 
Recognition and Sentiment. 

4.2.2.1 Named Entity Recognition  

4.2.2.1.1 Purpose 
Manual labeling is necessary to build a problem specific dictionary. The built in 
dictionaries do not have enough information to correctly categorize the entities needed 
in this study. For more information on built in dictionary, please refer to section 5.3.3.3. 

4.2.2.1.2 Categories 
● Files - three different Excel files to give label: 

○ NER_Training.csv – contains 235,000 words, and will be used for building 
dictionary, which is a list of drug entity and side effects entity. 

○ NER_Validation.csv – contains 47,060 words, and will be used for making 
confusion matrix. 

○ NER_Testing.csv – contains 45,029 words, and will be used for machine 
learning. 

● Label - four different labels for different entities: 
○ D – drug entity 
○ S – side effect entity 
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○ M – miscellaneous medical terms that are not a drug entity or a side effect 
entity 

○ O – others 
  

4.2.2.1.3 Personnel 
Two different group members, Yoonju Lee and Woo Jin Kye gave one label for each 
row: 
● NER_Training.csv: 

o   Lee: row 1 – 117,500 
o   Kye: row 117,501 - end 

● NER_Validation.csv : 
o   Lee: row 20,001 – 47,060 
o   Kye: row 1 – 20,000 

● NER_testing.csv: 
o   Lee: row 1 – 20,000, 
o   Kye: row 20,001 – 45,029 

4.2.2.1.4 Method/Procedure 
To identify the drug name and side effect entities from customer reviews, participants 
gave one label for each word as shown in Table 2. To keep consistency, two different 
members first worked together for the first three thousand rows and separately for the 
rest of the rows. Since this project is focused on the possible side effects of drugs, 
labels M and O do not affect the result of this project. They were distinguished for 
possible future use of the data. 
  

 
Table 2. Named Entity Recognition Data 
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4.2.2.1.5 Result/Outcome 
There are a total 2242 of different side effect entities and 412 different drug entities with 
approximately: 
● 85 percent labeled as O, 
● 11 percent labeled as S, 
● 2 percent labeled as D, 
● and 2 percent labeled as M. 

4.2.2.2 Sentiment Labels  

4.2.2.2.1 Purpose 
Name Entity Recognition and Sentiment labels have to be analyzed separately to 
ensure the accuracy of deep learning. Name Entity Recognition labels will be used to 
create a confusion matrix(refers to 5.3.3) and smoke list(refers to 6.1), which are the 
important tools for creation and analysis of dictionary generated by PamTAT. Those 
tools will be further explained in the next section. Sentiment labels will be used to 
evaluate if reviews contain a side effect mention or not with a dictionary produced by 
either NER labels or PamTAT. 

4.2.2.2.2 Personnel 
Three different group members, Sung Ho Kim, Jisu You, and Jeongho Noh gave one 
label for each row. 
 
●  Label_Diabetes_Sentiment.xlsx: 

o   Kim: row 1 – 1,862 
o   You: row 1,863 - 3,724 
o   Noh: row 3,725 - 5,586 

4.2.2.2.3 Method/Procedure 
Each review was given a sentiment score and a binary label. A sentiment score ranges 
from 1 to 5 to indicate a level of satisfaction, with 5 being most satisfied. A binary label 
can either be 0 or 1. 1 indicates that the review contains a mention of the drug’s side 
effects, and 0 indicates the opposite. 
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Table 3. Label_Diabetes_Sentiment.xlsx 

4.2.3 Statistical Analysis of Labeled Data 
Based on the manually labeled data, a side effect scoring dictionary was formed. The 
dictionary will be used for identifying side effects from new user reviews. To analyze the 
effectiveness of the dictionary, a confusion matrix was formed.  
 

4.2.3.1 Software   
PamTAT software was utilized for generating a smoke list, side effect scoring dictionary, 
and confusion matrix. 

4.2.3.2 Smoke List  
A smoke list is created by removing non-alphabetic characters that do not necessarily contribute 
to side effect recognition. It is a list of meaningful words separated in each row. 
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4.2.3.2.1 Purpose 
● To create a problem specific entity recognition dictionary 
● To validate labels before formatting the dictionary 

4.2.3.2.2 Procedure 
● Import labeling data to PamTAT worksheet 
● Remove non-alphabetic characters 
● Run significant values analysis with correlation coefficient algorithm 
● Sort the list based on side effect scoring and filter out words not related to side 

effect 
● Create a side effect entity dictionary with the filtered words 

4.2.3.3  Confusion Matrix  
The side effect scores generated by the side effect entity dictionary needs to be 
validated for effectiveness. Multiple scores generated by different algorithms were 
compared in a confusion matrix to show the difference between the effectiveness of 
built-in dictionaries and custom dictionary on distinguishing side effect entities. 

4.2.3.3.1 Purpose 
● To analyze the effectiveness of the side effect scoring dictionary 
● To visualize the analyzed data 

4.2.3.3.2 Complications 
● Each scoring algorithm has different scoring method 
● Requires careful data selection 
● Requires some normalization of scores 

4.2.3.3.3 Scoring Methods 
● Side Effect Scoring Dictionary - custom built dictionary for identifying side effect 

entities 
● AFFIN Negative Word Dictionary - built-in dictionary 
● General Inquirer Negative Sentiment Dictionary - built-in dictionary 
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4.2.3.3.4 Score Normalization 
Each method has a different scoring policy: 
● Side Effect Scoring Dictionary - gives higher score based on frequency of the 

appearance of each word in side effect entity recognition in NER_Training data 
set 

● AFINN Negative Word Dictionary - gives negative scores based on the sentiment 
expression of the word: bastard (-5) and bitter (-1) 

● General Inquirer Negative Sentiment Dictionary - Any word with negative 
sentiment gets a score of 1 to determine word is relate with side effect or not 

The magnitude of a score can be safely ignored since the analysis only requires 
identification of side effect entities. All scores are normalized to 1 that confirms side 
effect entity. 
 

4.3 Prototype 
Using NER data and 5,600 labeled reviews, three data sets were generated: a smoke 
list, a dictionary, and a confusion matrix.  

4.3.1 Smoke List 
The smoke list created initially had five columns, including Word, O, M, S, and D. The 
Word column simply contains a word. O, M, S, and D each represents four different 
entities as mentioned earlier, D for drug entity, S for side effect entity, M for other 
medical term entity, and O for others. Each of those columns holds a score associated 
with a word within its row. The scores are calculated based on the number of 
occurrence of each word in regard to the entities. For instance, the word “stomach” has 
high score because it frequently appears in reviews with a mention of side effects. 
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Table 4. First twenty words in the smoke list 
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Table 5. Last twenty words in the smoke list 

 
Since side effect entity is the most important factor in this experiment, the smoke list is 
sorted by scores in the S column, which range from -1241698.15 to 3420738.659. The 
Table 4 and Table 5 show general overviews of the smoke list. 
 
As shown in Table 4, the words that are highly relevant to the side effects of a drug-- 
such as “severe”, “stomach”, “nausea”, “pain”, and etc.--scored the highest. On the 
other hand, Table 5 shows the bottom of the list, which contains the lowest scored 
words that are not relevant to the side effects of the drug. The problem with this list, 
however, is that there are some meaningless words--such as “this”, “for”, “now”, “on”, 
and etc.--that can be associated with reviews with and without side effects. 
 

4.3.2 Dictionary          
Using the smoke list, a dictionary was created. The dictionary is used to score a review 
based on words that appear in the review. The dictionary created is shown in Table 6 
and Table 7. Again, tables show the top and bottom of the list.  
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Table 6. First twenty words in the dictionary 
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Table 7. Last twenty words in the dictionary 

The dictionary only contains the S column since that is the only column with relevant 
scores. Similar to the smoke list, the words in the top of the dictionary seem reasonable. 
Some meaningless words, however, are still present in the dictionary. The neutral words 
like “this”, “for”, “but”, and “is” have potential to defect the accuracy of the result. 
 

4.3.3 Confusion Matrix 
 
The confusion matrix in Table 8 compares the top 100 reviews relevant to side effects 
and the bottom 100 reviews not relevant to side effects. This confusion matrix was 
generated with raw scoring dictionary. 

 

 
Table 8. Confusion Matrix with Raw Data Dictionary 
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As shown in Table 8, the top 100 reviews have 93 reviews with side effect and 7 
reviews with no side effect. However, the bottom 100 reviews contain 45 reviews with 
side effect. The custom dictionary with raw score data has 93% accuracy on the top 100 
reviews and 45% accuracy on the bottom 100 reviews. Normalization of data is required 
to obtain better results and get higher accuracy.  
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5. Refinement 

5.1 Smoke List 
The initial smoke list had five columns, including Word, O, M, S, and D. However, two 
more columns – actual drug and actual side effect – were added to increase the 
accuracy of the smoke list. The actual side effect column in the smoke list was manually 
labeled, using y or n: y representing that word relates to side effect and n representing 
that word does not relate to side effect. Then the smoke list has been normalized to 
have two labels that show the relation of word to side effect. Both labels show the 
relation of word to side effect but they are different that one is automated by pamTAT 
whereas the other one was manually labeled by people to create a more accurate 
dictionary. Then a new dictionary with the addition of actual side effect column of smoke 
list was created (see Table 9). Each of those columns holds a score associated with a 
word within its row. 
 

5.2  Dictionary          
Using newly refined smoke list, a dictionary was recreated. Along with recreating a 
dictionary with the refined smoke list, the dictionary itself was also refined. The 
dictionary was first refined by filtering out neutral words and prepositions such as “this”, 
“for”, “but”, “where”, “when”, and etc. (Table 10). Then the dictionary was normalized by 
dividing the score created by smoke list by number of occurrences of the word to get 
better scores of words since the first dictionary, regardless of the relation to side effect, 
gave higher scores for the words that occurred more often (Table 11). 
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Table 9. Refined smoke list with two labels (actual drug and actual side effect) 

added 
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Table 10. Normalized dictionary contains no neutral words 
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Table 11. Normalized dictionary with updated score 

5.3 Confusion Matrix 
In the confusion matrix, the bottom 100 reviews need to have higher accuracy. The 
normalized data is required to create an effective custom side effect dictionary. In Table 
12. Words related to side effects were manually labeled with y, since magnitude of 
score is ignored in normalized data. 
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Table 12. Manually labeled data 

 

 
Table 13. Confusion Matrix with raw data dictionary and normalized dictionary 

 
Created custom side effect dictionary from normalized data to get higher accuracy to 
determine side effect related reviews. As shown in Table 13 the confusion matrix data 
achieved 94% of accuracy on both top and bottom.  
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6. Testing 
The accuracy of the custom side effect scoring dictionary was tested by comparing the 
results from manual labeling and the scoring results from custom dictionary.  
  

6.1 Testing Process with NER_Validation file 

6.1.1: Purpose 
The custom side effect scoring dictionary should detect a good amount of side effect 
entities. This testing will compare the number of side entities from manual labeling and 
those selected by the custom dictionary and built-in dictionaries. 

6.1.2: Result 
● Input file: NER_Validation.csv file is used. NER_Validation file contains 

numerous diabetes drug reviews. There are a total of 47,606 words. 
● Manual Label: 6,347 words are labeled as side effect entities. 
● AFINN Negative Words Dictionary: 499 side effect entities are detected. 
● General Inquirer Negative Sentiment Dictionary: 602 side effect entities are 

detected. 
● Custom Side Effect Scoring Dictionary: 2518 side effect entities are detected. 

 
Table 14. Confusion Matrix from Validation Set 

 

6.1.3: Percent Error 
For determining the precision of the custom dictionary, the percent error formula is used 
as shown below. The formula is given by: %𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅 = |

#!"#!$%&!'()*!#!"#$%#!&'()
#!"#!$%&!'()*

|×100 
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● AFINN Negative Words Dictionary 
| 499−63476347 |×100 = 92.16 %  

  
● General Inquirer Negative Sentiment Dictionary 

| 602−63476347 |×100 = 90.52 %  
 
● Custom Side Effect Scoring Dictionary 

| 2518−63476347 |×100 = 60.33 %  
 

As shown above, the error percentages of AFFIN Negative Words Dictionary and 
General Inquirer Negative Dictionary are over 90, while the error percentage of the 
custom side effect scoring dictionary is 60.33. The error percentages show that applying 
the custom side effect scoring dictionary to the data set significantly improves the result. 
However, 60.33 percent error is still enormous. 
  

6.1.4: Error Analysis 
● Major errors might occur in the labeling process. As shown below, we labeled “I”, 

“had”, “after”, “the”, “second”, “and”, “third”, and “dose” as side effect entities. It is 
because every word in a phrase containing a description of side effect is treated 
as a side effect entity. It was noticeable that those words were frequently 
occurring in neutral and positive reviews. The custom dictionary was refined by 
removing those words. See section 7 for more details. 

 
Table 15. Named Entity Recognition  

● Minor errors might occur because of the lack of consistency. Even though two 
different members worked together on labeling the first three thousand rows for 
the name entity recognition part, labeling 162,045 words separately might cause 
in low consistency. During testing, we noticed that Kye labeled “insulin” as drug 
entity, while Lee did not. 

6.2 Testing process with Aggrenox reviews 

6.2.1: Purpose 
Since we plan to build a generic model that can be used to identify side effects of drugs 
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for wide range of diseases, the custom dictionary should detect side effects of drugs 
other than diabetes drug. This testing will show the effectiveness of the custom 
dictionary in detecting side effects of Aggrenox, which is a type of stroke medication. 

6.2.2: Input Data 
● 10 different user reviews for Aggrenox from Drugs.com. 
● Ratings by the reviewer range from 0 to 10, where 10 is the highest. 
● There are 3 10-star ratings, 1 8-star ratings, 1 5-star ratings, and 5 1-star ratings. 
● There is no side effect stated in the reviews number 5, 6, and 10. 
● Please see column 1, 2, and 5 of table 16 in section 8.2.3 for more information. 

6.2.3: Result 
● The specific rank was taken by using the custom side effects scoring dictionary 

as shown in column 3 of the table 16. The specific rank of each review ranges 
from 1 to 10, where 1 is the most negative and 10 is the most positive. 

● Specific Rank: The specific ranks obtained by the custom dictionary were 
relatively accurate except for review number 8. Specific rank of the review 
number 8 is supposed to be less than 5. Other than the review number 8, the 
custom dictionary seems to be effective. 

  
 

Review 
Number 

 
Review 

Specific 
Rank 

(1 - negative, 
10 - positive) 

 
Side Effect 
(1- yes, 0 -No) 

Ratings by 
the 

reviewer 
(out of 10) 

1 Took one Aggrenox in the morning and one at 
night and it caused extreme nausea, headache, 
diarrhea, stiff joints, and weakness all night and 
vomiting in the morning. This was prescribed 
after one cardiovascular event. Had tried Plavix 
75 mg for 4 months with poor results. Then tried 
Plavix 159 mg for 6 weeks and still no results in 
platelet test. 

1 1 1 

2 I've had 4 bad Transient Ischemic Attacks. I 
tried Plavix once but had severe side effects. 
Just started on Aggrenox. Bad headache, 
nausea, stomach pain. But I'll do it and hopefully 
my body will adapt -- soon hopefully. 

2 1 5 

3 I had been taking Plavix without any side effects 
since experiencing transient ischemic stroke, 
but was advised by my doctor to try Aggrenox 
because a clotting test raised a question 
whether Plavix was effective. To start with I took 
one dose per day because I had had been 
advised to expect headaches until my body 
adjusted. I felt my head was going to explode 

3 1 1 
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and got extremely nauseated. I took it for three 
days. The headaches got worse, and I became 
nauseous, and my blood pressure went very 
high. I now list Aggrenox as a medication that I 
am allergic to because of the severe side 
effects. I continue to use Aspirin, Plavix and 
other medications to try to prevent strokes. 

4 I was put on aggrenox to keep from having 
strokes. I was fine with taking it until about 7 
months later it caused me to have another. 
Before and after my stroke I had excruciating 
headaches. I took my own self off aggrenox and 
the headaches disappeared. I would suggest if 
anyone is taking it to STOP. 

4 1 1 

5 I had a few TIAs after bypass surgery, although 
the two may not be directly related; that is, the 
bypass surgery causing the TIAs. More likely it 
relates to my chemistry. The Drs. had me on 
Coumadin, which of cource is a real pain. After 
experiencing a TIA I was admitted and my 
attending physician was a stroke neurologist. He 
questioned me being on Coumadin and felt 
strongly that Aggrenox was the right medicine 
for my situation. I have used it for at least over 
10 years with absolutely no side effects or 
occurrences. 

5 0 10 

6 I was told by my physician in January 2005, that 
I had several mini-stokes before the one that 
hospitalized me on January 31, 2005. It has 
been 7 years now and I had no noticeable side 
effects with Aggrenox. When I started the 
medication, I always took it as prescribed - 1 
capsule in the morning and one capsule in the 
evening. About 1 year ago, I only started taking 
1 capsule when I would take my blood pressure 
pill. My pharmacist begged me to start back 
taking the medication as it was originally 
prescribed to be taken. 

6 0 10 

7 I had a series of TIA's almost 10 years ago. 
After Numerous Drs and hospitals I went to the 
Mayo Clinic. After many tests they diagnosed 
the problem and prescribed Aggrenox. I had 
some mild headaches the first few weeks. I 
have been TIA free for almost a decade. 

7 1 10 

8 This medication was used to help prevent a 
stroke but it actually caused me to have a 
stroke. I wouldn't advise anyone to take this 
medication. Someone else I knew had several 
strokes before the dr figured out it was the 
aggrenox. I was on it 8 months before having 
my stroke. 

8 1 1 
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9 Fourteen years i have been taking Aggrenox. 
Total life saver for me. Headaches when I first 
started, took Tylenol if absolutely necessary. ? 
Generic. Am I going to be forced to take 
generic? Pretty scary. 

9 1 10 

10 I have been taking Aggrenox now for 4 years for 
ITA--no side effects and no further attacks to 
date. 

10 0 8 

Table 16. User reviews for Aggrenox from Drugs.com 
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